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Abstract 

Two applications of the Kernel Optimum Nearly-analytical Discretization 

(KOND) algorithm to the parabolic- and the hyperbolic type equations are pre

sented in detail to lead to novel numerical schemes with very high numerical accu

racy. It is demonstrated numerically that the two dimensional KOND-P scheme for 

the parabolic type yields quite less numerical enot by over 2 - 3 orders and reduces 

the CPU time to about 1/5 for a common numerical accuracy, compared with the 

conventional explicit scheme of reference. It is also demonstrated numerically that 

the KOND-H scheme for the hyperbolic type yields fairly less diffusive error and 

has fairly high stability for both of the linear- and the nonlinear wave propagations 

compared with other conventional schemes. 

Keywords: thought analysis, numerical scheme, KOND algorithm, KOND-P 

scheme, KOND-H scheme, parabolic and hyperbolic type equations, high accuracy, 

Taylor expansion, kernel optimum discretization. 
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§ 1. Inroduction 

Various numerical algorithms for solving the three types of partial differential 

problems of hyperbolic, elliptic and parabolic equations have been developed [1-18]. 

While they yield fairly good results for many problems, more effort will be required 

to attain higher accuracy and stability when we investigate further the finer structure 

of the problem being studied. One of the authors (Y.K) has reported a thought anal

ysis on numerical schemes and developed a new algorithm called "Kernel Optimum 

Nearly-analytical Discretization (KOND) algorithm" for the construction of numer

ical schemes [19]. In the thought analysis, we investigate logical structures, ideas 

or thoughts used in the objects being studied, and try to find some key elements 

for improvement and/or some other new thoughts which involve generality [19-23]. 

In the previous two reports [19,24], preliminary numerical results have been shown 

for two novel numerical schemes of the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme and the ID 1st 

KOND-P scheme, which are two applications of the KOND algorithm respectively 

to the one dimensional hyperbolic type equation to the 2nd derivatives and the one 

dimensional parabolic type equation to the 1st derivatives. It has been demonstrated 

by the numerical results of the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme that the KOND-H scheme 

yields fairly less diffusive error compared with other conventional schemes and has 

fairly high stability [19]. It has been also demonstrated by the numerical results 

that there appears higher diffusive error and/or noise in the calculation of the higher 

derivatives of the solutions. This structural property of the error would be common 

in all numerical schemes. The numerical results of the ID 1st KOND-P scheme has 

been shown to demonstrate quite less numerical error than those by the conventional 

explicit scheme by 2 - 3 orders, measured quantitatively by the root mean square 

deviation from analytical solutions [24]. 

In this paper, we present in detail the applications of the KOND algorithm to the 
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parabolic type equation and the hyperbolic type one. In the case of the parabolic type 

equation, we present two schemes for the one dimensional and the two dimensional 

equations and show typical numerical results demonstrating that the 2D 1st KOND-P 

scheme yields quite less numerical error by over 2 - 3 orders and reduces the CPU 

time to about 1/5 to attain the same common numerical accuracy, compared with 

the conventional explicit scheme of reference. In the case of the hyperbolic type 

equation, we present two types of the ID 2nd and the ID 1st KOND-H schemes, 

and show typical numerical results demonstrating high numerical accuracy of these 

two schemes, compared with the compact CIP ( Cubic Interpolated Pseudo-particle 

) scheme [15-18] which is known to be less diffusive scheme compared with other 

conventional scheme. 

In §2, the KOND algorithm deduced from the thought analysis on numerical 

schemes is shown briefly together with the concept of losses of two informations on 

"relations" embedded in differentia] equations and on functional "values" in solutions. 

Applications of the KOND algorithm to the parabolic type equation are presented 

in §3. In subsection 3.1, we present the detailed procedure for the development of a 

scheme to obtain the discrete solutions to the 1st derivatives for the one dimensional 

parabolic equation, in order to show the basic processes of the KOND algorithm and 

the origin of the resultant numerical accuracy. Two dimensional parabolic equation 

is treated in subsection 3.2, in order to show an example for effective high reduction 

of the CPU time to attain the same numerical accuracy. Applications of the KOND 

algorithm to the hyperbolic type equation are shown in §4. In subsection 4.1, we 

present the KOND-H scheme with very high numerical accuracy which solves the one 

dimensional hyperbolic equation to get discrete solutions up to the 2nd derivatives. 

In subsection 4.2, we present simpler KOND-H schemes with fairly high numerical 

accuracy which solve the one dimensional hyperbolic equation to get discrete solutions 
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up to the 1st derivatives. Comparisons among numerical results by the KOND-H 

schemes and by the compact CIP scheme are presented in subsection 4.3. Discussion 

and summary are given in §5. 

§ 2. KOND Algorithm deduced from Thought Analysis on Numerical 

Schemes 

We present here briefly the thought analysis on numerical schemes to lead to the 

KOND algorithm [19]. In order to understand the structure of the ideas or thoughts 

used for numerical schemes for simulation, we try to analyze the basic process for 

solving a partial differential problem, 

Lf{x) = g(x), for x = (*],•• • , i j) in a domain U C Rd

t (1) 

where L is a linear or nonlinear differential operator, /(x) is an unknown function, 

and </(x) is a given function. When it is hard to solve analytically eq.(l), we use 

usually two approximate methods, i.e. one is the approximate analytic method such 

as the perturbation method and the other is the discretization of eq.(l) to solve 

the finite-difference equations. When we compare the ideas or thoughts themselves 

involved in the two methods, we may find the following elements of thoughts ( we call 

the idea or thought itself involved in some method, simply like as " thought [A] " ). 

In the approximate analytic method: 

[A] to find global approximate continuous solutions. 

[B] to find local approximate continuous solutions. 

In the discretization method: 

[C] to And finite-difference equations approximately equal to source equations. 

[D] to find discrete approximate solutions on grids. 

When we consider the processes for solving the source equation, eq.(l), to obtain 
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its solution /(x), we notice that there exist following two types of informations, [Inf.l] 

and [Inf.2], in the whole system of the source equation and its solution, and we use 

the two informations in the data processings to obtain the solution: 

[Inf.l] Informations on the "relations" which are embedded in the source 

equation, eq.(l), and connecting the local values and their time evolutions. 

[Inf.2] Informations on the functional "values" embedded in the solution /(x). 

Since the finite-difference equation for eq.(l) itself has finite error compared with 

the source equation, eq.(l), and therefore it has finite loss of the informations of [Inf.l] 

on the "relations" mentioned above, we had better solve eq.(l) directly as possible, 

avoiding to use the finite-difference equation. 

We now assume here that the analytic true solution /(x) of eq.(l) is obtained. 

The whole informations of [Inf.2], mentioned above, that give the whole property or 

character of eq.(l) and its solution are included in the following set on the functional 

''values'' of the analytic solution and its derivatives, 

{/(x), a,/(x), a„/(x), •••}, (2) 

where 6\/(x), # t J /(x), ••• stand respectively for df(x)/dxi, 92f{x)/dx,dxJ, and so 

on. The each element of the set of eq.(2) obeys respectively the following set on the 

"relations" of differential equations, 

{eq.(l),eq.(4),eq.(5), • • • } , (3) 

where eqs.(4), (5), • • •, are the followings; 

3.1 £ / M = g(x) ], for x = (x„•••,*„), (4) 

«»[ i / (x) = »(x) ], for x =(*„• • - ,* , ) , (5) 
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We call eq.(l) "the source equation", eq.{4) "the first branch equations", eq.(5) "the 

second branch equations" , and so on. These source and branch equations include 

the important informations of [Inf.l] on the "relations" mentioned above. 

We first analyze the informations of [Inf.2] on the functional "values". Mapping 

the set on the functional "values" of the analytic solutions, eq.(2), onto the grid 

points x|I in a given uniform or nonuniform grid Gh with mesh size hj, we may 

obtain the following set of { discrete values of solutions at grid points, interpolation 

curves around grid points, connection relations at neighboring grid points } which is 

equivalent to the set of eq.(2): 

{ set of discrete values of solutions at grid points ) 

{ /„ , ft/.,*,-/.. •••}. (e) 

where the subscript n denotes here a d dimensional integer. 

{ set of interpolation curves around grid points ) 

{F,(B), W ) , ai,F„(s), • • • } , (7) 

where s is defined as B = x — x£. 

( set of connection relations at neighboring grid points ) 

F.(-h<) = / . - i - F.(M = / . « . (8) 

ftf»(-M = « / _ i . a,F.(M = $/»+,. (9) 

a , F „ ( - M = V - , . M . O w ) = V»+ i - (1°) 
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Each element of the set, eq.(7), should be the piecewise segment of the corresponding 

analytic solutions of eq.(2). The set of { the discrete solutions eq.(6), the segmental 

interpolation curves eq.(7), the connection relations of eqs.(8), (9), (10), - - • } is 

exactly equivalent to the set of the true solutions, eq.(2). Using the Taylor expansion, 

the elements of the set of the interpolation curves, eq.(7), can be written as follows; 

r.(») = / . + £*/.».•+ £%/• . W 2 + •••, (ii) 

a,F.(a) = a,/, + £ aaf.tj + £ aiikf.ai,k/2 + • • •, (12) 
> i* 

OijFM = a 0 /„ + £ dijkf„sk + £ 3i3H/» W 2 + • •. (13) 
k k.l 

We see from comparison between eq.(6) and eqs.(ll), (12), (13), • • • that the discrete 

values of solution, eq.(6), are themselves the coefficients of the interpolation curves 

by the Taylor expansion and therefore they can induce good approximate and locally 

continuous solutions around the grid points. In other words, the infinite set of the 

discrete values of eq.(6) itself becomes one of the best discretizations for the whole 

informations on the functional "values" of the continuous true solutions, eq.(2), based 

upon the interpolation curves by the Taylor expansions. This corresponds analogically 

to the representation of a given function by the discrete spectra with use of the Fourier 

expansion, Since we cannot use the infinite elements of the set of eq.(6), we use two 

or three elements from the beginning in eq.(6), for example, /„, 9,/ n, £>„/». We then 

lose finer informations included in the rest infinite terms beyond the terms of ditfn, 

in this example, in the Taylor expansions. The rest infinite terms are considered to 

carry the semiglobal informations for the uncovered regions between the neighboring 

grid points that make the interpolation curves satisfy the connection relations of 
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eqs.(8) - (10). Using reversely the connection relations and introducing additional 

Taylor coefficients, i.e. three more additional terms for one dimensional problem in 

this example, we can recover approximately the lost informations in the rest infinite 

terms by the additional terms. In other words, the rest infinite terms in the Taylor 

expansions can be folded up approximately in the finite additional terms by using 

the connection relations. From the thought analysis on the loss of [Inf.2] shown 

above, we find that if we use more elements in the set of eq.(6) and if we use more 

connection relations for the adopted elements in order to recover approximately the 

lost informations in the rest infinite terms in the Taylor expansions by folding up 

approximately the rest infinite terms into some additional Taylor terms, then we can 

suppress effectively the loss of [Inf.2] in data processings. 

We next analyze the informations of [Inf.l] on the "relations" in the differential 

equations. In order to obtain the values of the adopted elements of eq.(6), we can use 

the source equation and the branch equations corresponding to the adopted elements, 

and all of those equations would have a common type of differential equations with 

each other. In order to suppress the loss of [Inf. 1], we should use more elements in the 

set of eq.(3) with respect to the source and its branch equations. It is because that if 

we use branch equations up to the higher order, we can embed correct informations 

on the "relations" carried by the branch equations into the data processings up to 

the corresponding higher order derivatives, as will be shown in examples in the next 

section. On the other hand, when we solve the source and the branch equations with 

use of the conventional finite-difference equations, we cannot avoid loss of [Inf.l] on 

the "relations" by the discretization itself of the source and the branch equations. In 

order to suppress the loss of [Inf.l] by the discretization of the source and the branch 

equations, we should find higher-order approximate analytic solutions for the source 

and the branch equations as analytically as possible. 
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We notice from the above analysis on the losses of [Inf.l] and [Inf,2] that if we 

have a method which is nearly analytical for obtaining better approximate solutions 

for the more elements of the set of eq.(6), we would get the more accurate and denser 

informations for the set of the true solution, eq.(2). The accuracy of the informations 

for the solutions by this method is optimum at the grid points, as is seen from the 

above argument, and in other words, the discretization by this method is kernel 

optimum. 

The thought analysis mentioned above leads to the following main set of thoughts 

to be used in the algorithm for the construction of the numerical scheme, which is the 

combination of the elements of the two sets of thoughts for the approximate analytic 

method { [A], [B] } and the discretization method { [C], [D] }. We call the algorithm 

"Kernel Optimum Nearly-analytical Discretization (KOND) algorithm". 

Main set of thoughts of the KOND algorithm; 

{ [ I ] , [II], [III], [IV]}, (14) 

where the four elements of thought are as follows, 

[ I ] to use the source equations and their branch equations { Eq.(l), Eq.(4), 

Eq.(5), • • } as many as possible. 

[ [1 ] to find higher-order approximate analytic solutions as analytically as pos

sible, by using some methods such as the perturbation method, the Taylor expansion 

and others. 

[HI] to find the set of discrete solutions { /„, 6\/„, 6\,/ n, ••• } as many elements 

as possible, that are the coefficients of the interpolation curves { Eqs.(ll), (12), (13), 

• • - } by the Taylor expansions corresponding to the local continuous solutions around 

the grid points. [ "The kernel optimum discretization of a function by the coefficients 

of the Taylor expansion at every grid point". ] 
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[IV] to use the set of the connection relations { Eqs.(8), (9), (10), ••• } as 

many elements as possible, in order to include the semiglobal informations for the 

uncovered regions between the neighboring gird points and to find the additional 

higher order Taylor coefficients which represent approximately the rest of the infinite 

terms of the Taylor expansion. [ "Folding up of rest terms of the Taylor expansion 

by the connection relations". ] 

The two thoughts of { [ I ], [ II ] } are essential to attain higher numerical accuracy 

by suppressing the losses of [Inf. 1] on the "relations" embedded in the source and the 

branch differential equations. The other two thoughts of { [III], [IV] } are essential 

to attain further higher numerical accuracy by suppressing the losses of [Inf.2] on the 

functional "values" of /(x). Each of these four thoughts { [ I ] , [II], [III], [IV] } 

of the KOND algorithm may seem to be rather simple and abstract to develop new 

schemes with higher numerical accuracy. In the following sections, however, the set 

of the four thoughts of the KOND algorithm will be shown to give us novel numerical 

schemes which yield quite high accuracy and therefore effective high reduction of the 

CPU time to attain the same numerical accuracy. 

§ 3. KOND Algorithm for Parabolic Equations ( KOND - P Scheme) 

We apply here the KOND algorithm to the numerical scheme for solving the 

parabolic type equation. In the following subsection 3.1, we present the procedure for 

the development of a scheme to obtain the discrete solutions to the 1st derivatives, 

i.e. /„ and dxfn, for the one dimensional parabolic equation in order to show the basic 

processes of the KOND algorithm and the origin of the resultant numerical accuracy. 

We express here the scheme for the one dimensional parabolic equation to the 1st 

derivatives by the KOND algorithm like as "ID 1st KOND-P scheme". We use the no-
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tations such as dtf, dxfi and dmxf as the abbreviations for df{t, x)/dt, df(t, x)/dx , 

and fl™/^, x)/6xn , respectively. In the subsection 3.2, we present a 2D 1st KOND-P 

scheme, which is the scheme to obtain the discrete solutions to the 1st derivatives 

for the two dimensional parabolic equation, in order to show an example for effective 

high reduction of the CPU time to attain the same numerical accuracy. 

3.1. One dimensional 1st order case (ID 1st KOND — P Schtme ) 

We treat here one dimensional parabolic equation used for diffusion equations, and 

develope a scheme to obtain the discrete solutions to the 1st derivatives. According 

to the first thought element, [ I ] , of eq.(14), and from eq.(4), we solve the source 

equation and the 1st branch equation for the one dimensional diffusion equation, 

which are written respectively as follows: 

dtf{t,x) = P, (15) 

dt*f = V , (16) 

P= 6x[D{t1x)dxf{t,x)l (17) 

where D(t,x) in the definition of P of eq. (17) is a given diffusion coefficient. The 

m-th branch equation for the source equation, eq.(15), is written generally as 

dt^f = d^P. (18) 

We use the higher order branch equations of eq.(18) as much as possible in the fol

lowing procedure because of the suppression of the losses of [Inf. 1] on the "relations" 

in the differential equations, as was discussed in the previous section. 

According to the second thought element, [II], of eq.(14), we solve eqs.(15) -

(17) locally around a point of (tktXn) u analytically as possible. Using the Taylor 

expansion around the time of (*, we write d^P,, as 
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dmxPn = d^F* + dtmxI*T + , (19) 

where r = t - tk, dmxPn = dmsP{t,xn), and c ^ P * s dmsP{tk,x„). When m = 

0 in eq.(19), then eq.(19) becomes the Taylor expansion for P itself. Using eq.(19) 

and integrating eqs.(15) and (16) with respect to r over the time interval of At, we 

obtain approximate solutions for / * + 3 and dxf*+l at the point of (tk+i, xn) as follows, 

/„'*' = /„' + K^ + \d'Pi(uY + • • •. (20) 

0„/* + 1 = a./* + sA'A* + ia i I p*(A«) a + •••, (2i) 

where/* = f{tk, xn) and dxf£ = dxf{tt,xn). The first order approximate solution 

of eq.(20) with respect to At yields the ordinary finite-difference equation. This 

finite-difference equation loses much informations of [lnf.1] on the "relations" in the 

given differentia] equations corresponding to the higher order terms in eq.(20) and also 

eq.(21) and higher order branch equations. We use here the second order approximate 

analytic solutions with respect to At in eqs.(20) and (21), for simplicity. 

We now proceed to the third thought element, [III], of eq.(H). In order to find 

the set of discrete solutions of { / * + 1 , 3 x / * + 1 } with use of eqs.(20) and (21), we have 

to express the right hand sides of eqs.(20) and (21) by the values at the time of it 

and/or (*-,. Using the definition of eq.(17), We obtain Pf, a,Pn

k, 3,7* and 9, , /* in 

eqs.(20) and (21) as follows, 

P* = d.Dfaft + fljflb,/!, (22) 

a,i* = au&.a,£ + a*<*A*fi + t>.DkM> + D J W ' . (23) 

a,r* = (h*Dk„oj!; + 2dID>d2,f!; + Dk

ndiIf!;, (24) 
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+ 3,Did3,fi + Dia,3xfi, (25) 

In eqs.(23) and (25), there appear again the terms of <W*, dtjift m& &a*f£ *° be 

determined. We can use again the branch equations, eq.(18), to the third order for 

the determination of these terms as follows, 

= 4,flJa,/J + a t f lX/J + DJSW;, (26) 

= d^Dfcti + M^d^A + ^fljft,/; + flja^/j, (27) 

aUl/* = a3,i* 

+4$,D*8ta/J + Djas,/J. (28) 

It should be emphasized here again that when we use the branch equations to the 

higher order, we can obtain the higher numerical accuracy. This is because that by 

using the branch equations as much as possible, we can avoid to lose the important 

informations of [Inf. lj on the "relations" to the higher derivatives, which are embedded 

in the source and branch equations and connecting the local values and their time 

evolutions. 

Using the values at the time of tk and/or tk-i, we obtain the derivatives of D, for 

example, dtD* = {D* - 0*"1 )/At, 9XD* = {D$+i - D*_x)f2h, and so on, where 

h ( = x„ - i„_i ) is the mesh size. When we use the approximate solutions for / * + 1 

and dj*+1 to the order of (At)3 in eqs.(20) and (21), we can determine the values 
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of / * + 1 and d*/n

fc+1 with use of eqs.(22) - (28), the values of D at the time of tk 

and tk-u and the values of #„»/* ( m = 0»1,2,3,4,5). { If we neglect four terms of 

&msf» ( m = 2,3,4,5) in eqs.(22)-(28) as an approximation, then we can still obtain 

the values of / * + I and 6*/*+ 1 without using any additional thought element. In this 

sense, we are free from using the connection relations of eqs.(19)-(ll) in the fourth 

thought element, [IV], of eq.(14). In order to attain higher numerical accuracy, we 

need the fourth thought element [IV]. } 

We proceed to the final thought element, [IV], of eq.(14). Since we have to 

determine the values of / * + 1 and # s / * + 1 with higher numerical accuracy from those 

of /* and d x/*, we need the values of £,»*/* (m = 2,3,4,5) included in eqs.(22) -

(28). We therefore use the following interpolation curves up to the term of 6^/* of 

the Taylor expansion, which represent appioximately the rest of the infinite terms of 

the Taylor expansion, 

+ ^ a t a / „ V + I ^ W » V , (29) 

d,Fi(») = a. A+ft.yi« + 5 * . r f « * + ^ . t t > ' 

+ £ * . £ » * . (30) 

where s = x — xn. We use following four connection relations for /* and Bxf* from 

eqs.(8) and (9), in order to fold up the informations included in the rest infinite terms 

of the Taylor expansion into the additional four terms of 6W/« ("» = 2,3,4,5) and 

also to determine their values by /* and #,/*, 

*;<-*)=/*-». (si) 

nW-JUx. (32) 
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a,f*(-h) = d,/j.„ (33) 

d,ft(h) = 9 , /^ , , (34) 

Substituting eqs.(29) and (30) into eqs.(31) - (34), we obtain the four additional 

Taylor coefficients, dm*!* (m = 2,3,4,5), which are given by /* and 3. A, as follows, 

a . / ;=£(A« - 2/n*+A..) - ^ A « - *A-.). <35> 

* . A = ^ ( / ; + . - /i-i) - 2^(^/; + i+H«,A+a./ ,*. ,) , (36) 

»* A = - j f (An - 2A + A-,) + |f(».A +, - »,A-.). (37) 

qn in 
ft.A = - ^ ( A + 1 - A-.) + ^(».A + . + «W! + «.A-,). (38) 

Using the initial values of /„, i.e. f„, we obtain the initial values of dxfn, i.e. dxfn, 

by #*/,! = (/n+i - /B-I) / 2 '*- W e m a y notice from eqs.(21)-(38) shown above that we 

avoid the losses of pnf.2] on the functional "values" in f(t, x) by finding the values of 

dmxf* (m = 1,2,3,4,5) and folding up the informations included in the rest infinite 

terms of the Taylor expansion into the additional four terms of #„»/* (m = 2,3,4,5). 

If we treat only the values of /* instead of {/*, c*r/«}> we do lose the important 

informations of [Inf.2] on the functional "values" shown above, and these losses of 

[Inf.2] will accumulate numerical error to increase during data processings. 

We now consider how to treat the boundary values of/J and d,/J. The boundary 

conditions for the source equation, eq.(15), are given usually in one of the following 

two forms, 

boundary condition (a): /* = const. (n=1,N), (39) 
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boundary condition (b) : 6xf* ~ const, (n = 1, N), (40) 

where ( n = 1 and n = N ) denote the boundary grids. We show here how to de

termine the values of dxf* ( n = 1, N ) for the case of the boundary condition (a) 

of eq(39). [ If we use the boundary condition (b) of eq.(40), then we exchange ff 

with dx/f in the following argument. ] According to the thought elements [III] and 

[IV] of eq.(14), the interpolation curve around the grid point x2 and the connection 

relations are given respectively from eq$.(29) and (30) and eqs.(31) - (34) as follows, 

F2

k(-h) = fi, (43) 

JfCO-yJ. («) 

8.Fi{-h) = 3,51 (45) 

d,fi(h) = d,fl (46) 

Since dxf* is unknown this time in addition to dmxf* (m = 2,3,4,5), we have to 

remove the last term of fljj/f in eqs.(41) and (42). Substituting eqs.(41) and (42) 

without the term of d^f* into eqs.(43) - (46), we obtain the three additional Taylor 

coefficients, d^ft (m = 2,3,4), and #T/*, as follows, 

**# = w(7fi ~ 8 / » " / , k ) " £ ( 9 i / ' + 2 8*/*)- (47) 



«<*/? = ^ ( - 5 / ' + V? + ft) + j|<«Wj + 2 9,/?), (49) 

3,/? = d,fi - flb/jA + |<W?>. J - |a t e/}fc». (50) 

Substituting eqs.(47) - (49) into eq.(50), we can determine the value of # x /* from the 

values of/* ( n = 1,2,3 ) and 3 J * (n = 2,3). Using the same process mentioned 

above, we can determine the value of o^/J by replacing h and the subscripts { 1,2,3 } 

for grid points in eqs.(47) - (50) with ~h and { N, N — 1 ,N — 2 }, respectively. 

Combining all processes for the four thoughts { [ I ] , [II], [III], [IV] } and for the 

boundary values, i.e. using eqs.(35) - (38), eqs.(22) - (28), eqs.(20) and (21) to the 

order of (Ai)a> a n ^ a^so eqs.(47) - (SO), we find the set of the discrete solutions to the 

1st derivatives { / J + 1 , d*/*+1 } after one time step from the state of { /*, fl^/J }. 

We show here some typical numerical results by the ID 1st KOND-P scheme 

shown above, comparing with the results by the conventional explicit scheme as a 

reference measure. In order to test the accuracy of the numerical results, we calculate 

the following case with the analytical solution: the diffusion coefficient D = 1, the 

initial profile of /(0,z) = sm(2irx/A), and the boundary condition (a) of /* = 

0 (n = 1, N), where A is one period length of f(x). The analytical solution for this 

case is written as f(t,x) = exp[—(27r/A)2(]sin(2irx/A). When we define M as the 

number of meshes in one period length, A is given by A = Mh, and M + 1 grid points 

cover one period length. We use the following conventional explicit scheme, denoted 

by " ID EX PL" hereafter, obtained from the finite-difference equation, for comparison: 

/ J + 1 - H + DM(fi+i • 2/* + fi-i)/h2. In order to measure quantitatively the 

numerical accuracy, we use the root mean square deviation, <r, from the analytical 

solution, which is defined by 
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" = {jE[/i-M.»»)]2}"a- (51) 

The double precision programme is used for the following numerical calculations. 

Figure 1 shows typical results of computation for the time evolution of a in the 

case of M = 20 and D&ifh2 = 0.1, where two lines of a for the ID EXPL scheme 

( the mark • ) and the ID 1st KOND-P scheme ( the mark • ) are shown in a 

semi-log scale. We recognize from Fig.l that the error of the ID 1st KOND-P scheme 

measured by a is less than that of the ID EXPL one by about 2 orders in this case. It 

is also seen from Fig.l that the rate of increment of cr in the ID 1st KOND-P scheme 

is less than that in the ID EXPL one. 

Figure 2 shows typical results of computation to see the dependence of a on the 

number of meshes M in one period length in the case of DAt/h2 = 0.1, where two 

lines of a at the time of t = 1.0 are shown in a semi-log scale for the ID EXPL scheme 

(the mark • ) and the ID 1st KOND-P scheme (the mark • ). It is recognized from 

Fig.2 that higher improvement rate of accuracy by increasing the number of meshes 

M can be achieved in the ID 1st KOND-P scheme than in the ID EXPL one. In the 

case of M = 40, the error of the ID 1st KOND-P scheme measured by u becomes less 

than that of the ID EXPL one by about 3 orders, as is seen in Fig.2. The data in 

Fig, 2 also shows that improvement of accuracy by increasing the number of meshes 

saturates faster in the ID EXPL scheme than in the ID 1st KOND-P one. 

We recognize from Figs.l and 2 that quite high accuracy can be attained by the 

present ID 1st KOND-P scheme. The local multisubscales and delta function ( LMS-

DF ) method reported in ref.[25] to improve numerical schemes is also applicable to 

the present ID 1st KOND-P scheme as well as to the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme [19] 

for the hyperbolic equation to attain further less numerical error. 
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3.2. Two dimensional 1st order case ( 2D 1st KOND - P Scheme ) 

We treat here two dimensional parabolic equation used for diffusion equations, and 

develope a scheme to obtain the discrete solutions to the 1st derivatives. According 

to the first thought element, [ I ], of eq.(14), and from eq.(4), the source equation 

and the 1st branch equations for the two dimensional diffusion equation are written 

respectively as follows: 

W,x,y) = P< (52) 

«.*/ = d,P, d„S = 9,P (53) 

P = dx[D{t, x, y)d,J(t, x,y)] + b\[D{t, x, y)d,f{t, x,y)) (54) 

where D(t, x, y) in the definition of P of eq. (54) is a given diffusion coefficient. The 

(m + n)-th branch equations for the source equation, eq.(52), are written as 

ft™™,/ = d^,,P, (55) 

where JUm,/ is an abbreviation for 6" , +"//&V ,6y\ 

According to the second thought element, [If], of eq.(14), we solve eqs.(52) - (54) 

locally around a point of (t t l x„ y,). Using the Taylor expansion around the time of 

h, we write a„„, f l j as 

(56) 

where T = t-tk, 9mmp>j = Smn,P(t,xi,y1), and o^ .P* , s c^.Pfjj , , !; , y,). 

When m = n = 0 in eq.(56), then eq.(56) becomes the Taylor expansion with respect 

to time r for P itself. Using eq.(56) and integrating eqs.(52) and (53) with respect 

to T over the time interval of At, we obtain approximate solutions for /£, + I, c V ^ 1 , 

and d,/*/ 1 at the point of (**+i,x„yj) as follows, 
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/ £ " = & + If,* + ^ ( A < ) 2 + • • •, (57) 

ft/£" = ft& + ftf&A* + ia„ i£(&«) ' + • • •, (58) 

ft/£" = ft& + ft*?, * + 5 V&Atf + • •, (59) 

where /£, = /(«*,*,») , 8,/* = 8,/(<»,n,»,) and 8,/* = 8,/(<*, *i, y,). We 

use here the second order approximate analytic solutions with respect to At in 

eqs.(57)-(59). 

We now proceed to the third thought element, [III], of eq.(14). In order to find 

the set of discrete solutions of { /*+', dxfj*', 8,fi*1 } with use of eqs.(57)-(59), we 

have to express the right hand sides of eqs.(57)-(59) by the values at the time of tk 

and/or tt-i. Using the definition of eq.(54), We obtain / * , 8,/ft, d,J*,, d^I*,, 

ftf* , and 8,,/* in eqs.(57)-(59) as follows: 

K, = ftfl?.,ft£ + ft^ft/', + #_,(*.& + •%»/£,)• (60) 

ft^j = ft.^8,/* + a,Dld„f^ + ft.i^ft/i + ftflfA/J. 

+ftflf J(ft«/? J + ft,/,j) + O ' J O B . / ' J + »«.&)- (61) 

ft/*=%,<»,& + ftx^ft,^ + ft,flj,ft.ft+ft^ftJi 
+ftDfJ(»to/i + ft,/&) + ̂ ( ^ / . l , + ««,/* ). (62) 

3.*/* = »B.B?Jft/,'J + ft^Atf, + » . « ^ ^ / M + ft^flo,^ 

+ft..^ft/i!, + ft.O?A/£ + ft.A'jft./i + ftA'AX 
+f t .0 f„ ( f tX + ft»/,j) + ftDfjtSo,/* + 8o,/J,) 

+a.i>fJ(ft»/1'J + ft*/*) + flfjOo,/^, + W o ) - (63) 
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+^^(« . / i + 3*X) + i&C W & + &»Sl). (64) 

+ftOfJ(ft«»/?J + *•/.*,) + ^ ( ^ W * , + 0.3.A A (65) 

In eqs.(61), (63) and (65), there appear again the terms of ^W&, ^ / J , . #«*/,> 
5t2«/.j- #*»/,*• ^3T/ , J , ^ 3 , / , J , $a>»/£, and 6Vr2y/&, to be determined. We 

can use again the branch equations, eq.(55), to the third order for the determination 

of these terms with use of local values of dmxnvfw with m + n < 5. It should be 

emphasized here again that when we use the branch equations to the higher order, 

we can obtain the higher numerical accuracy. This is because that by using the branch 

equations as much as possible, we can avoid to lose the important informations of 

[inf. I] on the "relations" to the higher derivatives, which are embedded in the source 

and branch equations and connecting the local values and their time evolutions. 

Using the values at the time of tfA and/or i*-i. we obtain the derivatives of D, 

for example, dt^ = (5f„ - D^)/Ai, Wft = V^u ~ ^-uV^x, d,^ = 
(Dfj+i ~ A*j-i)/2Ay, and so on, where Ax ( = x, - i,_i ) and Ay ( = y, - ji,_a ) 

are the mesh sizes of x and y directions, respectively. When we use the approximate 

solutions for f?J\ dxf™ and d,f,k*1 to the order of (A*)2 in eqs.(57)-(59), we can 

determine the values of /£+', d,/**1 and 3 , /* g

+ 1 by using eqs.(60)-(65) and the values 

of Omxni,f*j ( m + n < 5 ) and D at the time of (*, and **_!• { If we neglect eighteen 

terms o{dmT„vf*t ( 2 < m-f n < 5 ) in eqs.(60)-(65) as an approximation, then we can 

obtain the values of /**', dxf,k+* and OV/IJ+ 1 without using any additional thought 
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element. In this sense, we are free from using the connection relations of eqs.( 19)-( 11) 

in the fourth thought element [IV] of eq.(14). In order to attain higher numerical 

accuracy, we need the fourth thought element [IV]. } 

We proceed to the final thought element, [IV], of eq.(l4). Since we have to 

determine the values of fi*1, d*fi*1 and dyf**1 with higher numerical accuracy 

from those of / £ , £*•/,*, and 9^/j^, we need the values of dtnxn^ftj ( 2 < m + n < 

5 ) included in eqs.(60)-(65). We therefore use the following interpolation curves up 

to the terms of dmsnvj^ with m + n = 5 of the Taylor expansion around the point 

of (xt,y}), which represent approximately the rest of the infinite terms of the Taylor 

expansion, 

+\{d*Jlxi + aa^&x'Y+3a,3„/*,x>-2 + a3,/^,y3) 

+40x3,tfJ*y3 + 9 4,/ l ' J)n 

+m,*,f?JX'Y3 + sa^faXY* + B^faY*), (66) 

D,F$,{X, Y)=a.ft, + d^fox + a„fcY 

+l&*&x3+sa^&x'Y + M^ftxY'+a,3,nX) 

+4th,*,ftXY3 + dl4„/£V"), (67) 

a,F*,{x, Y)=a,/£ + a„flx + a^fay 
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+{(d2„f.k,X3 + W^J^X'Y + 3d,l,f?JXY2 + dtJ^Y3) 

+^d*„&Xt + 4a 3 l 2 , /* ,XY + 6aU3,&X,Y1 

+*SM,fiJXYi + 9s,fiJYt), (68) 

where X = x ~ x, and Y = y — y}. In order to fold up the informations included 

in the rest infinite terms of the Taylor expansion into the additional eighteen terms 

of 9 r aj„,/,j ( 2 < m + n < 5 ) and aisc to determine their values by /*,, dsf^ and 

9,/*j, we use the connection relations of eqs.(8) and (9) for fa, 8 , / ^ and 9,/*, at 

eight neighboring grid points around the point of (xt,y3), as is shown in Fig.3. We 

have following twenty-four connection relations at the eight grid points of A ~ H in 

Fig.3. 

A: F£(A*,0) = /?+,.,. 
a,*£(A*,o) = a,&u , a,F,' ;(A I,o) = a,ft+1J • (69) 

B: FtJ(OlAy) = f^+l, 
d.F^Ay) = dxtfJ+1 , d,F?J0,Ay) = &•„/£+, . (70) 

C: *&(&*, A») = & l j + 1 , 

6 ^ * (A*, Ay) = 4 / ? + 1 J + I , ^ ( A » , A » ) = S X . J + 1 • (") 

D: F,*(-Ax,-A!,) = / ; l 1 J . I , 

a ^ - A i . - A s ) = d./t,,.,, a,^(-A I,-Aj,) = a,/^^.,. (72) 

E: /£<-A*, (>) = ;£,„, 
a^j-Ax.o) = a,Hu, a„f*,(-Ai,o) = e,ft_u. (73) 
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F: *£(A*,-Ay) = &,,,_,, 

^ . ' ( A z . - A j , ) = &&,„_ , . fl,*j*(A*,-A») = a,/* + I J -! • (74) 

G: <,(0,-Ajr) = /£ ,_ , , 

3,f* (0,-AjO = $,/£_, , 3 , ^ ( 0 , - A y ) = 3 , / i - i • (75) 

H: F?J-Ax,Ay) = flu+,, 

a.Fl'J-Ax^y) = a.flw , a,F^{-Ax,Ay) = 9, / /L. J + . • (76) 

These twenty-four connection relations of eqs.(69)-(76) are reduced to eighteen in

dependent equations after some algebra, and they are solved straightforward in the 

following forms: 

<W.*, = -g^Uhu ~ 2 / M + / ' - .J - 5^( a «^.o - d*lU,)- (77) 

*«/£ = ̂ ( ^ / i . , - <W?-..,) + 2^(»*/.' J +i - 8 ^ - i ) 

_ 4 A i A « ^ ' + 1 ' ' + 1 + ^ ' - ' J - 1 _ •'••'J-' ~ £-ij+i)- ( 7 8 ) 

*»£ = (A^ ( / - + 1 _ 2f*> + / ^ - ) ~ 247^+' ~ * J ? ' - ' ) - ( 7 9 ) 

**^ = 2 (SF ( / , l + , J " y?- , j ) " 2 ( A W ( 8 I / ' + I J + ̂  + a'/'-'J' ( 8 0 ) 

+ « . / * , - 2fi./i-,) + 7^p(a . / ,* + 1 J - 2 9 , ^ + a,ft_,j 

+ 4 ( A T ) 2 A I / ' 5 ' ' ' + 1 J + ' ~ ^ - ' J - 1 + ^'+'J-' " •'•-IJ+I 
- 6 / , ' + 1 J + 6/*-,,, - 4 # + 1 + 4/* . . ) . (81) 
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+4d,& - 23,//!,,) + j£p(f>.Sli*x - S8.& + »./&->) 

- • • /?« ,+ 4 / ? - i J - 6 / ? J + 1 + 6/! b

J. ]). (82) 

*»& = 2 i ^ ( ^ + I _ ^ " W ( S ' ^ + 1 + 8 8 ' ^ + 9»^-'»- ( 8 3 ) 

ftwAj = 2(A I«£„(-'i+lj+l + /i-lj-l _ /i+lj-1 ~ /i-lj+l) 

-t^k;^^'-^-'- (85) 

%*3»/iJ - / ^ j . ^ «(/i+U+l + /i-lj-1 + /i+U-1 + /i-lj+l + 4/.j 

- 2 ^ ^ - 2 ^ - 2 / ^ + 1 - 2 / ^ - 1 ) . (86) 

8 r f » / . j - 2Ax(Ay)3^'*'Jt> + •&->•>-> " / ' + ' J - ' ~ /<->J 

- A W * 3 ^ " 8 ^ ' ( 8 7 ) 

«-/£ - (A^X*. - S./-* -i) - (A^+> - Vt, + £->)• («8) 

**£ = -2§&Ut+U ~ / t ,* ) + S S ^ " + ^ + */S-,j)- <89) 

d"~& = ( A ^ W ^ 1 ^ 1 + d'f'-' •'-'+ 2Srf'k'*' ~4BJ" + 2a*&-' 
-ft/i+lj -^./i-lj) - /A j.«A^(5/i+l.J+l - 5/t-lj-I +/i+lj-l 

-/?-i.,+i - «/?+!., - «/.-•„ " 4/,*,+. + 4/*,-i )• (90) 
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- ( ^ J W ' 8 ^ ' " 2 ^ 4 ^ - 1 ^ ( 9 l ) 

^ * 3 B ^ J = ( A i ) 2 ( A y ) 3 ^ ' + l j + 1 ~~ •'•'-'J-' ~ •fi+'J-i + /i-ij+i _ 2/ij+i + Vij-i) 

- ( A x ) W ( a ' / ^ ~ 2 ^ + 3 ' / ' t - j ) - ( 9 2 ) 

3 

+/* - i J + . - «/&+! + 6/*,., - 4 / * + 1 J + 4f?_sJ. (93) 

qri -in 

*•& = - ( A ^ ( / - + ' " ^-'» + (Stf l *&« + " ^ + a »^- l ) ' ( M ) 

Using the initial values of fitJ, i.e. f^, we obtain the initial values of dxfij and dsftJ, 

by Wj = UUhl - !}-> JIM* and 8, fa = (/?, + 1 - f>0.,)/2Ay, respectively. We 

may notice from eqs.(59)-(94) shown above that we can suppress the losses of [lnf.2] 

on the functional "values" in f(t,x,y) by folding up the informations included in the 

rest infinite terms of the Taylor expansion into the additional four terms of d^^f^ 

( 2 < m + n < 5 ) and by finding all of values of 3mxny//!j ( 1 < m + n < 5 ). If we 

treat only the values of / £ instead of {/£, #»/£, #!,./£,}. we do lose the important 

informations of [Inf.2] on the functional "values" shown above, and these losses of 

[lnf.2] will accumulate numerical error to increase during data processings. 

We use the same procedure for the determination of the boundary valures of /,*,, 

dx^ and #»/£,, as was used for the one dimensional case shown from eq.(39) to 

eq.(50). In the two dimensional case, we have to deal with two types of boundary, 

i.e. the edge boundaries and the corner ones. Using the thought elements [III] and 
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[IV] of eq.(14), and reducing some terms from the highest derivative in the Taylor 

coefficients in order to match the number of unknown Taylor coefficients and that 

of the connection relations, we can obtain the necessary Taylor coefficients for the 

determination of the boundary values, in the same way from eq.(39) to eq.(50). This 

part of algebra is rather complicated compared with the one dimensional case, but is 

straightforward. 

Combining all processes for the four thoughts, { [I], [II], [III], [IV] }, and for the 

boundary values, we can find the set of the discrete solutions to the 1st derivatives { 

•C'< dxf^\ dsft*1 } after one time step from the state of { /* , 0 x / £ , 3,/J, }. 

We show here some typical numerical results by the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme 

shown above, comparing with the results by the two dimensional explicit scheme 

denoted by "2D EXPL" as the reference measure. In order to test the accuracy of 

ihe numerical results, we calculate the following case with the analytical solution: the 

diffusion coefficient D = 1, the initial profile of /(0, x,y) = sin (2jrz/AI)sin(27rj//Av), 

and the boundary condition (a) of f*} = 0 ( i = \,N and j = 1, JV ), where 

the both of total mesh numbers in the x and the y directions are set to be N, and 

A.r = <A*/, for simplicity. Here Xx and A, are one period length of f{0,xty) in 

the x and the y directions, respectively, and we show the case of Xx = Xa in the 

following example. The analytical solution for this case is written as f{t,x,y) = 

exp[-{kl + fcl)t]s\n(kxx)sin(k^y), where kt = 27r/Ax and ky — 2w/Xv. When we 

define M as the number of meshes in one period length in the x direction, Ax and \ x 

are now given by Xx = Xv = MAxt and A/ + 1 grid points cover one period length. 

We use the following conventional two dimensional explicit scheme, obtained from the 

finite-difference equation: f™ = / £ + D&t[(/f+ l j - 2 /* , + f^J/i^x)2 + </* J + l 

-2 /* , + /,^_i)/(Ay)2]. The root mean square deviation, a, from the analytical 
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solution used for the quantitative measurement of the numerical accuracy is now 

given by 

* = i4s t £ [ A - /(<*.*«») J3 l , / a- (95) 
The double precision programme is used for the following numerical calculations. 

Figure 4 shows the initial profile of / £ used for the calculation of the two dimen

sional diffusion equation. Figure 5 shows typical results of computation for the time 

evolution of a in the case of M = 20 and DAt/(Ax)2 = 0.1, where two lines of a for 

the 2D EXPL scheme ( the mark a ) and the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme ( the mark 

• ) are shown in a semi-log scale. We recognize from Fig-5 that the error of the 2D 

1st KOND-P scheme measured by a is less than that of the 2D EXPL one by over 

2 orders in this case. This result similar to the one dimensional case in the previous 

subsection 3.1. 

Figure 6 shows typical results of computation to see the dependence of a on the 

number of meshes M in one period length in the case of DAtf(Ax)2 = 0.1, where the 

values of a at the time of t = 1.0 are shown in a semi-log scale for both of the 2D 

EXPL scheme ( the mark D ) and the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme ( the mark • ). It is 

recognized from Fig.6 that quite higher improvement rate of accuracy by increasing 

the number of meshes M can be achieved in the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme than in 

the 2D EXPL one. In the case of M = 40, the error of the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme 

measured by a becomes less than that of the 2D EXPL one by over 3 orders, as is 

seen in Fig.6. 

Figure 7 shows dependence of the CPU time on the number of meshes M for the 

computation until t = 1.0 and with the same parameter of DAt/(Ax)2 = 0.1. Here, 

the CPU time is the computational time on a LUNA 88K SX9100/DT8862 computer 

system. It is seen from Fig.7 that the CPU times for both the 2D 1st KOND-P 
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scheme and the 2D EXPL one increase almost proportional to M2, as is expected. It 

is important to compare the CPU time used for the computation by the both schemes 

to get the same numerical accuracy. We take here the case of M = 20 for the 2D 1st 

KOND-P scheme as a typical example. In this case, the error by the value of c is 

about 10~6, as is seen from Fig.6. In order to attain this accuracy of a ~ 10"B, we 

need the number of meshes of about M = 90 for the 2D EXPL scheme, as is seen 

from Fig.6. The CPU time for the case of M = 20 by the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme is 

130 sec, while the CPU time for the case of M = 90 by the 2D EXPL scheme is 660 

sec, as is shown in Fig.7. This result demonstrates that the present 2D 1st KOND-P 

scheme yields the same numerical accuracy with a ~ 10~6 by using only about 1/5 

of the CPU time used by the 2D EXPL scheme. If we take other case of M = 30 for 

the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme with the value of a ~ 10~7, then we need the number 

of meshes of about M = 170 for the 2D EXPL scheme, as is seen from Fig.6. In this 

case with o ~ 10~7, the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme yields the same numerical accuracy 

by using only about 1/8 of the CPU time used by the 2D EXPL scheme. 

We recognize from the typical numerical results shown above that the KOND 

algorithm with the four thoughts { [I], [II], [III], [IV] } give us the novel numerical 

scheme of the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme which yield quite high accuracy and there

fore effective high reduction of the CPU time to attain the same common numerical 

accuracy. 

§ 4. KOND Algorithm for Hyperbolic Equations ( KOND - H Scheme) 

We apply here the KOND algorithm to the numerical scheme for solving the 

hyperbolic type equation. In the following subsection 4.1, we present the procedure 

for the development of a scheme to obtain the discrete solutions to the 2nd derivatives, 
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i.e. /„, dxfn and d^fn, in order to show the basic processes of the KOND algorithm 

applied to the one dimensional hyperbolic equation and the origin of the resultant 

numerical accuracy. We express here the scheme for thr one dimensional hyperbolic 

equation to the 2nd derivatives by the KOND algorithm like as "ID 2nd KOND-H 

scheme". In the subsection 4.2, we present a ID 1st KOND-H scheme, which is the 

scheme to obtain the discrete solutions to the 1st derivatives for the one dimensional 

hyperbolic equation, in order to show some comparisons on the numerical accuracy 

with the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme and the compact CIP scheme which is known to be 

less diffusive scheme compared with other conventional schemes. The comparisons of 

numerical results among the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme, the ID 1st KOND-H scheme, 

and the compact CIP scheme are shown in the subsection 4.3. 

4.1. One dimensional 2nd order case ( ID 2nd KOND — H Scheme ) 

We treat here one dimensional hyperbolic equation, and develope a scheme to 

obtain the discrete solutions to the second derivatives, i.e. /„, dxfni and 3&r/n. 

According to the thought element [I] of eq.(14), and from eqs.(4) and (5), the source 

equation and the 1st and 2nd branch equations are as follows: 

lh[f{ttx)] s dtf + u(t1x)dxf, (96) 

M / ] = 9(t,*)> (97) 

Lk[d:f\ = dxg-d,ud*f, (98) 

Lkfafl m d^g - 20,uoW - dtoud,/, (99) 

where eq.(96) is the definition of the operator £* °f the hyperbolic equation, and 

the notations such as b\f, dxf, and b\xf denote again df(t, x)/dt, df{t, x)/dx, 
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9 2 / C x )l&xi, respectively. AH of eqs.(97)-(99) are the same type of differential equa

tions. By using the branch equations up to the 2nd order, we can suppress the losses 

of [taf.l] on the "relations" in the differential equations up to the 2nd order. 

According to the thought element [II] of eq.(14), we solve eqs.(97)-(99) locally 

around a point of (tot xa) as analytically as possible, in order to suppress the tosses of 

[Inf.l] on the "relations" in the differential equations themselves by discretizations. 

Using the Taylor expansion, we write u(t,x) as 

u(*,i) = u<, + a,u„7- + 0I<i„J + ---, (100) 

where u„ = u(t0,x0), dtu0 = dtv(t0,x0), dxu^ = dsu{t^x0\ r 5 ( - i 0 , 

and s = x — xa. By using eq.(100), the source equation and the branch equations, 

eqs.(96)-(99), are rewritten as 

IU/C*)] = <V + u A / , (101) 

£*„[/] = G0(t,i), (102) 

G0(t,x) = g{t,x) -dJ{d,u„T + d.v^s + • • • ) , (103) 

L*[d,f\ = Gl(t , i ) , (104) 

G\{t,x) = d,g - fl,u8,/ 

-3jx/(9,u 0T + a,u o j+ •••) , (105) 

£*.&*/] = G2(t,z), (106) 

G2(t,x) = Bug -2dIvdi,J - d^vdj 

- 8i,f{8i"aT + 8 l U < ,j + •••) , (107) 
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where Lf,0 defined by eq.(lOl) is the operator with a constant value of u0. We may 

solve the same type equations of eqs.(102), (104), and (106) by using the two phases 

of the Eulerian- and the Lagrangean phases, as follows: 

{ Eulerian phase for eq.(102) [ Non-advection phase ] ) 

Of -*,.**- , — -ft/ + 3 4 / 
=a,/ + u„a,/ = G0(t,x), (108) 

where dx/dt = u0 = const. The function G0(£, x) is expanded as follows along the 

path of the advection, 

G0(t, x) = G0„ + 3,G0or + £t,G0.i + ••• 

= G0„ + d,G0oT + dxG0eU„T + ••• , (109) 

where G0„ = G0((o, z„), 0,GOO = a,GC(f<„ x„), a,G0„ = a,G0((„, z„), 7- = t- <„, and 

s — U„T is used. Integrating eq.(108) with eq.(109) with respect to r along the path 

during the time interval of At, we obtain the solution of the Eulerian phase, f"{t, x), 

around the point of (t0l z 0), as follows, 

f(t,x) = f(t,x) + Af, (110) 

A / ' = G0„A< + i(a,G0„ + oVGCtOfAt)2 + • • •, (I l l) 

{ Lagrangean phase for eq.(102) [ Advection phase ] ) 

9,f + u08J' = 0. (112) 

Since the solution of eq.(112) is known to be f'(t,x) = F(x - uj.) because of u„ 

= const., the solution of the Lagrangean phase is written as 

/•(« + At,z) = / ' ( t , i -u 0 A() . (113) 
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Combining the Eulerian- and the Lagrangean phases, we finally obtain the high-

order local analytic solution for eq.(102) around the point of (<„, xQ) as follows, 

f(t + AUx) = r(t,x- uaAt). (114) 

where fm(t,x) is given by eqs.(HO) and (111). Using the same process mentioned 

above, we obtain the high-order local analytic solutions for eqs.(104) and (106) as 

follows: 

dxf(t + At, x) = dxf*(tt i - u0At). (115) 

dtefit + At,x) = d^riUx ~ ^oAt). (116) 

where two functions of dxf*(tt x) and d2xf"(t,x) aie given as 

dxf*(tlX) = dxf{t,x) + Gl0At 

+ \{dtGU + dxGl0M0){Atf + • • •, (117) 

d2xf'{t,x) = d2xf(t,x) + G20At 

+ ^{dtG20 + dxG20u0)(At)2 + • • • (118) 

The first order approximate solution of eqs.(HO), (111), and (114) with respect to 

At yields the ordinary finite-difference equation. This finite-difference equation loses 

much informations of [Inf. 1] on the "relations" embedded in the given differential 

equations corresponding to the higher order terms of eq.(lll) and also embedded in 

eqs.(115)-(118) and higher order branch equations. We use here the second order 

approximate analytic solutions with respect to At in eqs.(lll), (117), and (118), for 

simplicity. 

We now proceed to the third thought element, [III], of eq.(14). In order to deter

mine the values of the solutions at the next time step from eqs.(114)-(116), we need 
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the interpolation curves for the functions of /*(t, z), dxf'(i, x) and &W((, *)• The 

interpolation curves with use of the Taylor expansion, eqs.(ll), (12), (13), ..., are 

determined by the discrete solutions of ft, dxjni $*x/»> **"* 8° o n< We represent here 

again the discrete solutions at the time of k&t on the grid point x„ as /*, dxf£ and 

&3»/i- Using the interpolation curves of F,*"(J), diFZ'is) and ^&/^"(») respectively 

for / u ( x ) , dxfk'(z) and 0a,/**(z), we obtain the discrete solutions at the time of 

(k + 1)A« from eqs.(114)-(U6) as follows, 

F » , (119) 

a.F.'-fr), (120) 

fc^'M, (121) 

where r = — u* At, and u* = v(fc&t, z„). [ If we use only the terms of J£, o*x/n. and 

6^,/^ for the interpolation curves of eqs.(ll)-(13) by neglecting the terms beyond 

cW;, we <:«• "tin" obtain £+•, d,f™ and c3bI/;+1 from /£, dxfZ and 9^/i by using 

eqs.(119)-(121) without any additional thought element. In this sense, we are free 

from using the connection relations of eqs.(8), (9) and (10) for the determination of 

the discrete solutions. ] 

We proceed to the final thought elements, [IV], of eq.(14). We use here three 

connection relations to the 2nd partial derivative, eqs.(8)-(10), and therefore we in

troduce three additional terms of the Taylut expansion beyond the term of obi/*"-

Using eqs.(ll)-(13) for the interpolation curves and eqs.(8)-(10) for the three connec

tion relations at the left neighboring grid point z„~i for the case of uj > 0, we write 

the interpolation curves and the connection relations u follows, 

+ !<WJV + 5J<WJV + —^/^a ' , (122) 
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+ ga4./„*^3 + ^a 5 l / „ ' v , (123) 

a2xF*'(») = ft,/;* + <W„"» + |f l t e / i*»'+|ft . /?» a , (124) 

*?(-«> = / £ , . (125) 

^ ^ ' ( - h ) = $ . /£ i • (126) 

ft,/£*(-A) = * . / £ , , (127) 

where s = x — xn, and 3j,/,f% dtxf** and d^ft' M e *h* Taylor coefficients of the 

additional terms. Using the three connection relations of eqs.(125)-(127) at the left 

neighboring grid point xn-i for the case of uj > 0, we obtain the three additional 

Taylor coefficients, 03x/**» #4*/i" and 0s,/J", which carry the semiglobal informations 

for the uncovered regions between the neighboring grid points, as follows, 

*.£ ' = jjjtf" - /.':.) -%W*f!r+28,/*:,) 
+ | (3<W,f -<W, ' : 1 ) (128) 

<WJ- = ^ ( / r - /':,) - Jcsty*- + 7a,/;:,) 

+ ^ ( 3 f t . / f - 2 a * / ; : , ) (129) 

ft./!* = ™0T - /.':,) - ^ » / T + a./;:,) 
+jj?(ft.£* -$>./£,) (130) 

where h (= i» - i„-i) i« the meth liie. From compmtison between eqs.(ll)-(13) 

and eqB.(122)-(124), we Me that we have folded up the rest infinite terms beyond the 
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term of 5 2 t /** in the Taylor expansions approximately into the three additional terms 

of 3j*/n"> < î*/n" and d$xf*' by using the connection relations, as was discussed in 

section 2. 

We may notice from eqs.(115)-( 130) shown above that we can suppress the losses 

of [Inf.2] on the functional "values" in f(t, x) by finding the values of dm*/£* (m = 

1,2,3,4,5) and folding up the informations included in the rest infinite terms of the 

Taylor expansion into the additional three terms of <?„«/£* (m = 3,4,5). If we treat 

only the values of /*• instead of { /*', dxf**, ^ j * / * " }, we do lose the important 

informations of [Inf.2] on the functional "values" shown above, and these losses of 

[Inf.2] will accumulate numerical error to increase during data processings. 

Combining all above processes for the four elements of thoughts, [I], [II], [III], 

and [IV], we find the set of the discrete solutions up to the 2nd derivatives 

{ /„ f c + 1, &/* + 1 , fl^/**1 } after one time step At from the state at the time of kAt as 

follows, 

+ g%./„'V3 + ^ » t a / J V + j ^ / J V , (131) 

+ 50. I/„ f cV + ^ / „ f c V , (132) 

<W* + 1 = 92,C + * , / £ > + £*,/£">•' + g^ /n 'V 3 , (133) 

where r = -u'A*, and flir/i", ^ . / J " and 05,/*" are given by eqs.(128)-(130) with 

the condition that h and the subscript n— 1 are replaced respectively by — h and n+ 1 

for the case of u* < 0. The values of /*", &/*', and &2sf^' are given as follows to 
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the order of (At)1, by using eqs.(HO), (111), (117) and (118) with the definitions of 

cqs.(103), (105) and (107); 

£' = £ + £& 
+ |[ftffj + a,M, - (*«4 + a,u!;«J)a,/i](A<)2, (IM) 

+ (°W! - 9i»«i8,/.* - 2aiu;a2,/J)tiJ](A()J, (135) 

*./i*=<w»*+(*.?; - 29*«ta./* - ab»«;8-y;)A« 

+\va*& - WA^R - 2ax*w„* 

- »•».«&£ - ft,u!;a,/J - fl,uj6W? 

- O V . ^ S . / ^ K A O ' . (136) 

Here, the right hand side of eqs.(134)-(136) are all given by the values at the time of 

k an '/or (k - 1), for example, fl.rf = {g*„ - j*_,)/2fc, 6\j* = (j* - jJ-'J/At, and 

so on. 

We may notice from eqs.(131)-(136) shown above that we can suppress the loss of 

[Inf. 1] on the "relations" to the second order derivatives, which are embedded in the 

source and the branch equations to the second order and connecting the Local values 

and their time evolutions during data processings. 

We may find from the detailed application of the KOND algorithm to the hyper

bolic type equation, shown above, that in order to attain higher numerical accuracy, 

we need to suppress both of the losses of [Inf. 1] on the "relations" in the differen

tial equations and of [Inf.2] on the functional "values" in f(t,x) and its derivatives 

dmifiUx), to the higher order as possible, during data processings. 
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4.2. One dimensional 1st order case ( ID 1st KOND — H Scheme ) 

In order to compare numerical accuracy and its origin with the ID 2nd KOND-H 

scheme shown in the previous subsection 4.1, we develope here a ID 1st KOND-H 

scheme to obtain the discrete solutions of the one dimensional hyperbolic equation to 

the first derivatives, i.e. /„ and (?,/„. Accoding to the thought element [I] of eq.(14), 

and from eqs.(4) and (5), the source equation and the branch equation are as follows: 

Lh[f{t,x)] = d,f + u(l,z)d,f , (137) 

£*[/] = lit,*), (138) 

Lh[d,f] = 9,9 - 9i«dJ , (139) 

where these equations are the same with eqs.(96)-(98) 

According to the thought element [II] of eq.(14), we solve eqs.(138)-(139) locally 

around a point of (tol x 0) as analytically as possible, in order to suppress the losses of 

[Inf.l] on the "relations" in the differential equations themselves by discretizations. 

The solutions have been solved in the previous subsection 4.1 and are written as, 

f(t+At,z) = f(t,x - u„Ai) , (140) 

d,f(t + U,x) = dxf'(l,x-u<,At), (141) 

where two functions of f(t, x) and 6xf(t, x) are given as 

/"('.*) = / ( t , i ) + G0„At 

+ ! w » „ + &G0„u„)(A0a + "-. (" 2> 

d,f(t,x) = d,f(t,x) + ai,M 

+ ^dlGU + a,GUu<,)(At)3+--. (143) 
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We proceed to the third thought element, [III], of eq.(14). In order to determine 

the values of the solutions at the next time step from eqs.(140)-(143), we use the 

interpolation curves of f*"(s) and d^F*^) respectively for /**(*), and dIfk'lx), 

and obtain the discrete solutions at the time of (k + l)At from eqs.(140) and (141) 

as follows, 

£ « = / * • ( , . ) , (144) 

d,f™*=d,F*(r), (145) 

where r = — u*A£, and uj = u(kAt,xn). 

We proceed to the final thought elements, [IV], of eq.(14). We consider here the 

following two cases of the connection relations: (a) two connection relations to the 1st 

partial derivatives, and (/?) three connections relations to the 1st partial derivatives. 

In the case of (a), we introduce two additional terms in the Taylor exansion 

beyond the term of dxf**. Using eqs.(ll) and (12) for the interpolation curves and 

eqs.(8) and (9) for the two connection relations at the left neighboring grid point xM_i 

for the case of uj > 0, we write the interpolation curves and the connection relations 

as follows, 

*?(>)=fir+s,fir>+jft,/f v + j * w * v , (H6) 

9,F„*'(a) = 8 , / f + dto/J-5 + ^ , / J V , (147) 

ff(-h) = fiT-i. (1*8) 

9.f.'"(-A) - 3 , / i : , , (149) 
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where s = x — x„, and d2lfjl' and 6^/*" are the Taylor coefficients of the addi

tional terms. Using the two connection relations of eqs.(148) and (149) at the left 

neighboring grid point z n_i for the case of u£ > 0, we obtain the two additional 

Taylor coefficients, d&fn' a n < * 3̂*/n"> which carry the semiglobat informations for 

the uncovered regions between the neighboring grid points, as follows, 

%./£ = -j|(/ '* - /»-i) + I(2^/*" + 3r/*-i) (15°) 

<w£ = -§ifr - /*:.) + %i(o,f?+d,iti), (i5i) 

where h (= xn — E„_J) is the mesh size, and the subscript a denotes the case of (a). 

We express here the numerical scheme by the case of (or) as "the ID 1st KOND-Ha 

scheme". 

In the case of (,8), we introduce three additional terms in the Taylor expansion 

beyond the term of 6^/**, and we write the interpolation curves and three connection 

relations for the case of u£ > 0 as follows, 

C(«) = /*" + &/»•» + ^ / J * " ' + g03x/n*V + 5j3 te/*'«* , (152) 

6,f?M = S,ft + 4 . / * * + j f t . / 'V + ^dbf*S3 , (153) 

Ffi-h) = fc, . (154) 

^ • ( - A ) = » . / £ , . (155) 

0,F„"(A) = « , / £ , , (156) 
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where #2*/*", dsxfn' and 3 4 l / * " are now the Taylor coefficients of the additional 

terms. Here, after some trial computations we have used the connection relation 

of the first derivative at the right neighboring grid point for the third connection 

relation, eq.( 156), in order to suppress the loss of [Inf.2] on the functional "values" of 

the first derivative dxf(t,x). Using the three connection relations eqs.(154)-(156) at 

the left- and the right neighboring grid points for the case of u* > 0, we obtain the 

three additional Taylor coefficients, <?2r/£*. 03*/** a*id #4*/n*i ^ follows, 

ih,fr = ~u!r - /„':,)+^a/„ 1;. +16&£-+™.ft>), (is7) 

a,rfi' = %(f? - /„':,) + £(8*/S, + aa,f? + ;»,/£,). (159) 

When we use the three additional Taylor coefficients given by eqs.(157)-(159), we 

find that there appear some noises in the resultant numerical solutions, while the 

numerical diffusion in the computation of the first derivative 9xf{ttx) is suppressed 

effectively, compared with the case of (a). Therefore, in order to suppress both the 

numerical diffusion and the numerical noises, we have combined the additional Taylor 

coefficients by eqs.(157)-(159) with those by eqs.(150) and (151), by using numerical 

weighting factors. After some trial computations, we have found that the following 

Taylor coefficients, obtained by a combination of 0.6 times eqs.(157)-(159) and 0.4 

times eqs.( 150) and (151), yield fairly good suppression of both the numerical diffusion 

and the numerical noises, 

<W5 = -^?(/n' " /„'-.) + i^f8*/';, + 32a.fi" + 158,/^,), (160) 

24 *1 

a*fii = - ^ ( / i * - /£>) + zj?V>f!r+i + M.f? + sajii,), (i6i) 
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<wS = jfifr - /*:.) + |r(ft-/J;i + KWJ"+3»./i:i) • (162) 

We use here the subscript /? for the combination mentioned above, and express the 

numerical scheme obtained by eqs.(160)-(162) as "the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme" 

hereafter. 

Combining all above processes for the four elements of thoughts, p], [II], [111], and 

[IV], we find the set of the discrete solutions to the 1st derivatives { / * + 1

( # j . / * + 1 } 

after one time step At from the state at the time of kAt as follows: 

In the case of (a) [ the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme ] : 

fir/t41 = d*f? + ftjj> + I f t . / ^ r» , (164) 

where r = —u*At, and d2xf*~ and 3}*/*" are given by eqs.(150) and (151) with the 

condition that h and the subscript n ~ 1 are replaced respectively by —h and n+ 1 

for the case of uj| < 0. 

In the case of (0) [ the ID 1st KOND-H/8 scheme ]: 

ft*' = A*" + OJi'r + ^ W . " V + gflWJV + 5J a «*/J" r ' . ( I 6 5 ) 

8,/„' + I = &/»*' + <W„'> + l^fU'r2 + f <Wn k> 3 , (166) 

where r = -ujAi, and c^/J ' , ft,/*" and St,/*' are given by eqs.(160)-(162) with 

the condition that h and the subscript n—1 are replaced respectively by — / iandn+1 

for the case of u* < 0. 

In both of the ID 1st KOND-Ha and the ID 1st KOND-H^ schemes , the values 

of /*" and dx/** are given as follows to the order of (Atf)3, by using eqs.(J42) and 

(143) with the definitions of eqs.(103) and (105); 
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+ J P I S I + a .sM - (ft«; + a^SuJja./iKAi)2, (167) 

+ (A.»J - ftxuja,/* - 2a,«!;a2,/„*)u;](A«)2, (IOS) 

4.3. Comparison of numerical results 

We show heie some typical numerical results by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme, the 

ID 1st KOND-Hcr scheme, and the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme shown in the previous 

subsections, in order to compare their numerical accuracy and the origin of numerical 

error. We also compare the numerical results by the three KOND-H schemes with 

those by the compact CIP scheme [15-18] which is known to be less diffusive compared 

with other conventional schemes such as FCT [6], QUICKEST [7], TVD [10,11], and 

PPM [12,13]. 

Figure 8 shows typical results of computation for the Linear wave propagation 

of f(t,x) for the case of a triangular wave after 1000 time steps, where (a), (b), 

(c), and (d) are the results respectively by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme, the ID 

1st KOND-Ha scheme, the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme, and the compact CIP scheme 

without interpolation check [16-18]. In the figure, the numerical data of /„ and dxfn 

are shown by the • marks together with the analytical profile of f(t, x) by the solid 

lines. The raw numerical data of the peak point, /,, corresponding to the analytical 

value of 1.0 at the peak point of the triangular wave are also shown for the four 

schemes in Fig.8, together with the relative error at the peak point, denned by A = 

(1.0 — /,)/100, and the numerical error measured by a. We see from Fig.8(a) that 

the value of A is only about 2.2 % and the step functionlike profile of dxf„ is well 
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realized until 1000 time steps in the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme. We recognize from 

the comparison between the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme of Fig.8(a) and the ID 1st 

KOND-H a scheme of Fig.8(b) that the numerical diffusion increases fairly large, as 

is seen clearly by the profiles of dxf„ and by the both increments of the A value 

from 2.2 % to B.4 % and the a value from 0,0025 to 0.0077, This result comes from 

the structural difference between the ID 2nd KOND-H and the ID 1st KOND-Ha 

schemes that affects on the both losses of [Inf.l] on the "relations" and of [Inf.2] on 

the functional "values" up to the 1st derivative dsf or to the 2nd derivative d2xf, 

as is seen from the derivations of the both schemes in the subsections 4.1 and 4.2. 

The numerical accuracy of the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme is improved, compared with 

the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme, as is seen clearly by the profiles of dxfn and by the 

both decrements of the A value from 8.4 % to 6.9 % and the a value from 0.0077 

to 0.0062 [ cf. Figs.8(b) and 8(c) ]. This result comes from the suppression of the 

loss of [Inf.2] on the "values" by using more elements of the connection relations in 

the ID 1st KOND-H/:? scheme than in the ID 1st KOND-Ha one, as is seen from the 

derivations of the both schemes in the subsection 4.2. 

We recognize from comparison among the three figures of Figs.8(a), 8(c), and 

8(d) that the two of the ID 2nd KOND-H and the ID 1st KOND-H/? schemes yield 

fairly less diffusive error, compared with the compact CIP scheme [15-18] which is 

known to be less diffusive compared with other conventional schemes such as FCT 

[6], QUICKEST [7], TVD [10,11], and PPM [12,13]. The ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme 

is seen to yield almost the same diffusive error with the compact CIP scheme [ cf. 

Figs.8(b) and 8(d) ]. It will be demonstrated later, however, that the ID 1st KOND-

Ha scheme yields quite less diffusive error compared with the compact CJP scheme 

for the case of the computations of the nonlinear wave propagation such as the soli ton 

wave. 
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Figure 9 shows typical results of computation for the linear wave propagation of 

f(t,x) for the case of a square wave after 1000 time steps, where (a), (b), (c), and 

(d) are the results respectively by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme, the ID 1st KOND-

Ha scheme, the ID 1st KOND-H)? scheme, and the compact CIP scheme without 

interpolation check. In the figure, the numerical data of /„ and &xfn are shown again 

by the • marks together with the analytical profile of f{t, x) by the solid lines. We 

see from Fig.9(a) that the transition region of the square wave is expressed only 

by two data points and the delta functionlike profile of dxfn is nearly realized until 

1000 time steps in the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme. We recognize from the comparison 

between the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme of Fig.9(a) and the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme 

of Fig.9(b) that the numerical diffusion increases fairly large, as is seen clearly by the 

both profiles of /„ and 3xfn and by the increment of the a value from 0.027 to 0.052. 

The numerical accuracy of the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme is improved, compared with 

the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme, as is seen by the amplitude of £,/» profile and by 

the decrement of the a value from 0.052 to 0.048 [ cf. Figs.9(b) and 9(c) J. The ID 

1st KOND-Ha scheme yields almost the same diffusive error with the compact CIP 

scheme [ cf. Figs.9(b) and 9(d) ]. These features of the numerical results for the 

square wave are the same with those for the triangular wave, and the discussions for 

the results of the triangular wave mentioned above are also applicable to these results 

of the square wave. 

As a typical example of the nonlinear wave propagation, we next show other 

results of computation for the soliton wave described by the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) 

equation [26], 

* / + / * , / + * * . / = 0 . (169) 

Putting u =• f and g = —62d3xf in the source and the branch equations for the 
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hyperbolic equation, we can solve eq.(169) numerically. We have used the space-

centered finite difference equation to obtain the values of d$xf in the KdV equation. 

Figure 10 shows the typical numerical results for the soliton wave after 5000 time 

steps, where (a), (b), (c), and (d) are the results respectively by the ID 2nd KOND-

H scheme, the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme, the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme, and the 

compact CIP scheme without interpolation check. In the figure, the numerical data 

of /„ and dxf„ are shown again by the • marks together with the initial sine profile 

of f(t,x) by the solid lines. It is seen from Fig. 10(a) that the soliton wave is well 

realized with fairly high numerical stability in the both profiles of fn and dxfn by 

using the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme. In detailed observations, however, we find that 

there appears higher diffusion and noise in the calculation of higher derivatives of / 

in general, like as #2i/ n, as was reported in the previous paper [19]. This is because 

that we use the smaller number of terms in the Taylor expansion for the interpolation 

curves in the higher order derivatives, as is seen from eqs.(122)-(124). We recognize 

from comparison among the three Figs.lO(a), 10(b) and 10(c) that both of the ID 1st 

KOND-Ha and the ID 1st KOND-H/? schemes yield almost the same results of the 

soliton wave with those by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme in the both profiles of /„ 

and dxfn- When we observe in detail the data of / n at the highest peak of the soliton 

waves, we find that there takes higher numerical diffusion in the ID 1st KOND-Ha 

scheme of Fig.lO(b) compared with the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme of Fig. 10(a), and 

the error by the numerical diffusion is improved in the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme 

of Fig. 10(c) compared with the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme. ( These differences of 

the numerical accuracy will be shown quantitatively in the next figure. ) On the 

other hand, it can be found from comparison between Figs. 10(b) and 10(d) that the 

numerical diffusion takes place to suppress more the amplitudes of the soliton wave 

and there appears higher noise in dxfn in the calculation by the compact CIP scheme 
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of Fig.lO(d), compared with the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme of Fig.lO{b). When we 

compare the numerical results of Figs.8(b) and 8(d) for the linear wave propagation 

with those of Figs.lO(b) and 10(d) for the nonlinear wave propagation like as the 

soliton wave, we find that the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme yields fairly accurate and 

stable numerical results compared with the compact CIP scheme for the case of the 

nonlinear process, while both of the two schemes yield the similar numerical results 

for the linear wave propagation. This difference originates from the nearly analytical 

approximate solutions used for the construction of the ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme in 

order to suppress more effectively the loss of [Inf.l] on the "relations" in the partial 

differential equations, as was shown in detail in the subsection 4.1, compared with 

the compact CIP scheme [16-18]. The CPU times used for the computations of Fig. 10 

are about 131 sec by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme, 70 *ec by the ID 1st KOND-Ha 

scheme, 83 sec by the ID 1st KOND-H/9 scheme, and 55 sec by the compact CIP 

scheme. 

In order to see the numerical error of the data by the three schemes of the 1D 1st 

KOND-Ha, the ID 1st KOND-H/? and the compact CIP more quantitatively, we use 

here a relative root mean square deviation, OR, of the data /* by the three schemes 

from the data f*(2nd) by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme, where OR is defined by 

^ = { 4 - E [ / n - / n ( 2 n r f ) ] 2 } 1 / 2 . (170) 
" m l 

Figure 11 shows typical time evolutions of the relative root mean square deviations, 

aK, of the data by the three schemes of the ID 1st KOND-Ha, the ID 1st KOND-H/? 

and the compact CIP, where the three marks of D, • , and • denote the numerical data 

respectively by the ID 1st KOND-Ha, the ID 1st KOND-H0 and the compact CIP 

schemes. We see from Fig.11 that the relative numerical error by the ID 1st KOND-

Ha scheme is smaller by over one order than that by the compact CIP scheme. The 
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numerical accuracy by the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme is improved further compared 

with the ID 1st KOND-Hor scheme, as is shown in Fig.ll. We recognize from the 

data by the two ID 1st HOND-H schemes in Fig.ll that the numerical error is kept 

to be small and constant until 1000 time steps and it begins to increase at around 

1200 time steps. On the other hand, the numerical error by the compact CIP scheme 

increases from the beginning of the data curve, as is shown in Fig.ll. In order to 

investigate relations between wave forms and the increase of the numerical error, 

Fig. 12 shows three temporal wave forms of/* at 1000, 1200, and 1400 time steps, 

which are obtained by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme. We find from the comparison 

between the wave forms of Fig. 12 and the time evolution of the numerical error by the 

two ID 1st KOND-H schemes in Fig.ll that the numerical error is kept to be small 

and constant while the wave form has moderate profiles, and it begins to increase at 

around 1200 time steps when the wave form begins to have sharp peaks. This feature 

can be understood to originate from the fact that the second branch equation for the 

second derivatives oVr/(',z) is not solved in the two ID 1st KOND-H schemes, while 

it is solved in the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme. On the other hand, the numerical error 

by the compact CIP scheme increases even if the wave form has moderate profiles like 

as the wave form at 1000 time steps, as is seen from the comparison between Fig.ll 

and Fig. 12. This may be understood to originate from the higher loss of [Inf.l] in 

the compact CIP scheme, compared with the two ID 1st and the ID 2nd KOND-H 

schemes where the loss of [Inf.l] is suppressed by using the nearly-analytic, higher 

order approximate solutions. 

§ 5. Discussion and Summary 

We have presented in detail two applications of the KOND algorithm to the 
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parabolic- and the hyperbolic type equations. In the data processings for numerical 

schemes to solve differential equations, we depend upon the two types of informations, 

i.e. [Inf. 1] on the "relations" and [Inf.2] on the functional "values", as was discussed 

in §2 for the thought analysis on numerical schemes. When we map the informations 

of [lnf.2] onto the grid points, they are expressed by the infinite set of the discrete 

values {/„, dr/n, &2xfn, - " } of eq.(6), based upon the interpolation curves by the 

Taylor expansions. The informations of [Inf.l] are also mapped onto the infinite set 

of the discrete values on the grid points, and they are expressed by the infinite set of 

the relations of eq.(3), i.e. the source and their branch equations. Since we cannot 

use all elements of these two infinite sets of eqs.(3) and (6), we have to adopt finite 

elements from the lower order derivatives. We then inevitably lose large part of 

the two informations of [Inf.l] and [Inf.2], and therefore numerical errors accumulate 

gradually during the data processings. The thought analysis on the numerical schemes 

to attain higher numerical accuracy leads inevitably to the KOND algorithm with the 

four main elements of thoughts { [I], [II], [III], [IV] } of eq,(4). All of the four main 

thoughts { [I], [II], [III], [IV] } are necessary to suppress effectively more the losses 

of [Inf.l] and [Inf.2] in order to attain higher numerical accuracy, as was discussed in 

§2. 

We have presented in detail the KOND algorithm for the parabolic equations in 

§3 and have shown the two schemes of the ID 1st KOND-P scheme and the 2D 1st 

KOND-P one. One of the important procedures for suppressing the Loss of [Inf.l] 

in these KOND-P schemes is that the branch equations up to the third order are 

used to construct the numerical schemes, as shown at eqs.{26)-(28) and eqs,(60)-(65). 

We have demonstrated the high numerical accuracy of the KOND-P schemes by 

the typical numerical results which show less numerical errors than the conventional 

explicit scheme by over 2 -3 orders, measured quantitatively by the root mean square 
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deviation from the analytical solution, as are shown in Figs.2 and 6. We have also 

shown that the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme yields the same numerical accuracy by using 

only about 1 /5 of the CPU time used by the conventional explicit scheme of reference, 

as was shown at Figs.6 and 7. This result indicates that numerical schemes with quite 

high accuracy lead to effective high reduction of the CPU time to attain the same 

common numerical accuracy. 

We have presented in detail the KOND algorithm for the hyperbolic equations in 

§4 and have shown the three schemes of the ID 2nd KOND-H, the ID 1st KOND-Ha, 

and the ID 1st KOND-H;?. We have demonstrated numerically in Figs.8 - Jl that 

all of the three KOND-H schemes yield fairly less diffusive error and has fairly high 

stability for both of the linear- and the nonlinear wave propagations, compared with 

the compact CIP scheme [15-18] which is known to be less diffusive compared with 

other conventional schemes such as FCT [6], QUICKEST [7], TVD [10,11], and PPM 

[12,13]. The ID 2nd KOND-H scheme solving up to the 2nd derivatives yields the 

highest numerical accuracy compared with the other two ID 1st KOND-H schemes 

solving up to the 1st derivatives, and the difference of the numerical accuracy between 

the ID 2nd and the ID 1st KOND-H schemes indicates the importance of the two 

thoughts of { [I], [II] } in eq.(4) in order to suppress the loss of [Inf.l] to attain the 

higher accuracy [ cf. Figs.8, 9, and II ]. The ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme with three 

connection relations yields higher numerical accuracy than the ID 1st KOND-Ha 

scheme with two connection relations, and the difference of the numerical accuracy 

between these two ID 1st KOND-H schemes shows the importance of the thought of 

[IV] in eq.{4) in order to suppress the loss of [Inf.2] to attain the higher accuracy [ cf. 

Figs.8 and 11). 

We have shown and discussed the origins of numerical errors by using typical 

numerical results and connecting the losses of [Inf.l] and [Inf.2]. The KOND algorithm 
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would seem to be somewhat abstract algorithm to attain higher numerical accuracy by 

suppressing the losses of [Inf. l] and [Inf.2]. We have presented, however, the KOND 

algorithm in detail in §3 for the parabolic type equations and in §4 for the hyperbolic 

type equations, by showing the procedures step by step for each thought element of 

the set { [I], [II], [III], [IV] } of eq.(4). We believe that the KOND algorithm would 

be useful to construct novel numerical schemes with higher numerical accuracy, when 

we investigate further the finer structure of the problem being studied, as was shown 

and demonstrated in the present paper. 
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[ Figure captions ] 

Fig.l. Typical results of computation for the time evolution of numerical error 

measured by a in the case of M = 20 and DA/h2 = 0.1. Two lines of a for the ID 

EXPL scheme ( the mark D ) and the ID 1st KOND-P scheme ( the mark • ) are 

shown in a semi-log scale. 

Fig.2. Dependence of numerical error measured by a on the number of meshes 

M in one period length in the case of DA/h2 = 0.1. Two lines of a at the time of 

i = 1.0 for the ID EXPL scheme ( the mark a ) and the lDlst KOND-P scheme ( 

the mark • ) are shown in a semi-log scale. 

Fig,3. Neighboring grid points used for the connection relations. 

Fig.4. Initial profile of / £ for the two dimensional diffusion equation. 

Fig.5. Typical results of computation for the time evolution of a in the case of 

M = 20 and DAt/{Ax)2 = 0.1. Two lines of a for the 2D EXPL scheme (the mark 

• ) and the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme ( the mark • ) are shown in a semi-log scale. 

Fig.6. Dependence of numerical error measured by c on the number of meshes 

M in one period length in the case of DAt/(Ax)2 = 0.1. Two lines of a at the time 

of t = 1.0 are shown in a semi-log scale for both of the 2D EXPL scheme (the mark 

D ) and the 2D 1st KOND-P scheme (the mark • ). 
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Fig.7. Dependence of the CPU time on the number of meshes M for the compu

tation until t = 1.0. DAt/(Ax)3 = 0.1. 

Fig.8. Typical results of computation for the linear wave propagation for the 

case of a triangular wave after 1000 time steps, k(= cAt/Ax) being 0.2. (a) ID 2nd 

KOND-H scheme, A = 2.2 %, a = 0.0025. (b) ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme, A = 8.4 

%, a = 0.0077. (c) ID 1st KOND-H0 scheme, A = 6.9 %, a = 0.0062. (d) compact 

CIP scheme without interpolation check, A = 8.4 %, a = 0.0077. Numerical data of 

/„ and dxfn are shown by the • marks together with the analytical profile of f{t,x) 

by the solid lines. fp denotes raw numerical data of the peak point, corresponding to 

the analytical value of 1.0 at the peak point of the triangular wave. A denotes the 

relative error at the peak point, defined by A = (1.0 — / p)/100. 

Fig.9. Typical results of computation for the linear wave propagation for the case 

of a square wave after 1000 time steps, k(= cAt/Ax) being 0.2. (a) ID 2nd KOND-H 

scheme, a = 0.027. (bj ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme, c = 0.052. (c) ID 1st KOND-H/? 

scheme, a = 0.048. (d) compact CIP scheme without interpolation check, a = 0.052. 

Numerical data of /„ and dxfn are shown by the • marks together with the analytical 

profile of /((, x) by the solid lines. 

Fig.10. Typical results of computation for the nonlinear wave propagation for the 

case of the soli ton wave after 5000 time steps, (a) ID 2nd KOND-H scheme, CPU time 

= 131 sec. (b) ID 1st KOND-Ha scheme, CPU time = 70 sec. (c) ID 1st KOND-H£ 

scheme, CPU time = 83 sec. (d) compact CIP scheme without interpolation check, 

CPU time = 55 sec. Numerical data of /„ and dxfn are shown by the • marks 

together with the initial sine profile of / by the solid lines. At/Ax = 0.1/2.0. 6 = 
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1.8. The amplitude and the wave length of the initial sine profile of / are 0.2 and 

200, respectively. 

Fig.ll. Typical results of the time evolution of the relative root mean square 

deviations, O-R, from the data by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme for the computation 

of the soliton wave. Three lines of cR for the JD 1st KOND-Ha1 scheme ( the mark • 

), the ID 1st KOND-H/? scheme ( the mark • ), and the compact CIP scheme ( the 

mark • ) are shown in a semi-log scale. Ai/Az = 0.1/2.0. 6 = 1.8. The amplitude 

and the wave length of the initial sine profile of / are 0.2 and 200, respectively. 

Fig.12. Temporal wave forms of /*, obtained by the ID 2nd KOND-H scheme, 

(a) 1000 time steps, (b) 1200 time steps, (c) 1400 time steps. At/Ax = 0.1/2.0. 6 

= 1.8. The amplitude and the wave length of the initial sine profile of / are 0.2 and 

200, respectively. 
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